Axl Rose was a founding member of L.A. __ before moving on
Big hair, costumes and face paint were trademarks of the band __
Their most well-known song is "Round and Round"
The Scorpions' popular 1984 album was Love At First __
They sang "Signs" on their Five Man Acoustical Jam album
Great White sang "Once __... Twice Shy"
Their song "Final Countdown" was #1 in 26 countries
Guns N' Roses sang "Welcome to the __" and "Sweet Child O' Mine"
Look What the Cat Dragged In was the debut album of __
Night __ sang "Sister Christian" and "Don't Tell Me You Love Me"
Kip __ was the lead singer who sang "Madalaine" and "Seventeen"
New Jersey and Slippery When Wet are two of their albums
Bad __ released the album Holy Water in 1990
Their hits "More Than Words" and "Hole Hearted" were love songs
Sebastian Bach was the lead singer of this band
Dee Snider was the lead singer of __ Sister
Dirty, Rotten, Filthy, Stinking Rich and Cherry Pie were albums by __
Ted Nugent was the guitarist of the supergroup Damn __
Sammy Hagar and David Lee Roth fronted this band in the 1980s
Aerosmith released __ Vacation in 1987 and Pump in 1989
Their American debut album in 1983 was Metal Health
They sang "Fly to the Angels" and "Up All Night"
The song "Wait" was on their Pride album
__ __ had hits with "The Flame" and "Don't Be Cruel" in 1988
This hair band was discovered by Jon Bon Jovi in 1985
"Pour Some Sugar On Me" and "Love Bites" are some of their hits
Vince Neil, Tommy Lee, Mick Mars and Nikki Sixx make up this band
In their "Here I Go Again" video Tawny Kitaen writhes on a car
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